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—after restructuring, i.e. “back loaded”

• It depends on the nature of restructuring

—preemptive restructurings→ front loaded

—post-default restructurings→ back loaded

• Empirical analysis combines

—new dataset on expenditure consolidations

—previous data on preemptive vs post-default restructurings (Asonuma and Trebesch, 2016)

• Theoretical model

—add public expenditure to previous model of preemptive restructurings (Asonuma and Trebesch, 2016)
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Expenditure consolidations

• Definition 1

—sudden fall in cyclically adjusted expenditure-to-GDP ratio (Alesina and Perotti 1997)

• Definition 2

—sudden fall in expenditure-to-potential GDP ratio

—comment: why would crisis that leads to fall in both GDP and expenditure constitute a consolidation?

• Types of consolidations

—front-loaded: before start of restructuring

—back-loaded: after start of restructuring



2.3 Empirical Findings: Five Stylized Facts

Our findings for fiscal expenditure consolidation and debt restructurings in 1975–2020 can be

summarized in five main stylized facts.

• Stylized fact 1: Three strategies of expenditure consolidation and restructurings

are dominant.

Figure 1: Strategies of Expenditure Consolidation and Debt Restructurings in 1975–2020

Figure 1 reports share of expenditure consolidation choice for each restructuring choice—

adds up to 100 percent for post-default, preemptive and no restructuring choice. Back-loaded

expenditure consolidation is the most frequent accounting for 49 percent of 111 post-default

restructurings (left section). On the contrary, front-loaded expenditure consolidation is the

most frequent accounting for 51 percent of 75 preemptive restructurings and 57 percent of 25

debt distress episodes (center and right sections). Figure A1 in Appendix A confirms that the

observed pattern remains the same when we apply an alternative classification of expenditure

consolidation using two measures: (a) expenditure-to-potential GDP ratio and (b) expenditure-

to-lagged GDP ratio.

• Stylized fact 2: Public investment declines sharply ex ante in preemptive cases,

while ex post in post-default cases.

• Stylized fact 3: Debt settlement takes place before recoveries in public investment

in preemptive cases, while after in post-default cases.

Figure 2 shows the dynamics of public investment around preemptive, post-default restruc-

turings and non-restructuring debt distress. In three panels, the start and end of the debt re-

structurings and debt distress are marked by gray and orange vertical bars, respectively. Public

investment is in real and level terms and is normalized at levels at the start of debt restructurings
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Figure 2: Public Investment

(i) Post-default Restructurings (ii) Preemptive Restructurings

(iii) Non-restructuring Debt Distress

and debt distress. The red, blue and purple solid lines show an average for all preemptive, post-

default restructuring and non-restructuring debt distress episodes for which public investment

is available. The green dotted and brown dashed lines show average public investment during

the pre-restructuring (pre-debt distress) and restructuring (debt distress) periods.

Public investment declines markedly prior to preemptive restructurings i.e., from year -3 to

year -1 (panel ii), while at the onset of post-default restructuring i.e., from year -1 to year 1

(panel i). On the contrary, public investment reduces temporarily and marginally upon non-

restructuring debt distress (panel iii).

In preemptive restructurings, public investment recovers only partially in year 1 and debt

settlement takes place in year 1 leading to full recoveries in public investment afterwards (panel

ii). In post-default restructurings, public investment recovers to the pre-crisis level in year 4 and

debt settlement follows in year 5 (panel i). On the contrary, in non-restructuring debt distress,

public investment recovers to pre-crisis level and non-restructuring debt distress ends in year 1.
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• Public investment
yt = at · (lt)αl · (kgt )

αk ·
(
k̄p
)1−αl−αk

—return to public investment falls with at
—there are adjustment costs, so expected fall in future at reduces current public investment

• Two types of renegotiations

—standard default: causes large reduction in at
—preemptive renegotiation: causes small reduction in at
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• Standard defaults take place when there is large, unexpected negative shock to at
—why unexpected? because otherwise there would have been a preemptive renegotiation before the
shock

• Standard defaults

—are unpredictable, so public investment does not start falling earlier on (back-loaded)

—associated with large reduction in at, so public investment falls a lot
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Model comments

• In the model private investment is exogenous

—if it were endogenous would private and public investment not behave similarly?

∗ if so, is this consistent with the data?

• In the model standard defaults are unexpected

—does it predict that preemptive renegotiations should be much more prevalent than standard defaults?

∗ if so, is this consistent with the data?
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Application to Argentina and Uruguay

• Types of default

—Argentina 2001-2005 is an example of a standard default

—Uruguay 2003 is an example of a preemptive renegotiation

• The model can replicate several important features of these events

• But what was the large unanticipated shock that prompted Argentina to default instead of carrying out
a preemptive renegotiation?



Final comments

• Very interesting analysis, with new data and new theory

• Preliminary, but with lots of potential!


